In disordered materials generally characterized by large conducting regions (or long 
I. INTRODUCTION Hopping transport of electrons between localized sites has received considerable attention in recent years as the mechanism responsible for the characteristic exp(-const/T ) form of temperature dependence of conductivity observed in amorphous semiconductors' (a= -, ') and sputtered granular metal films' (a= -, '). However, there are a variety of disordered materials, such as some conductorinsulator composites, ' disordered semiconductors, ' and doped organic semiconductors, "' in which most of the conduction electrons are delocalized and free to move over distances very large as compared to the atomic dimension. For these random systems the electrical conduction is dominated by electron transfer between large conducting segments rather than by hopping between localized sites. It is the purpose of this paper to present a new conduction mechanism, fluctuation-induced tunneling, which characterizes such electron transfers across the insulating gaps in the conducting pathways. The essential physics of the new mechanism is contained in the observation that, since the electrons tend to tunnel between conducting regions at points of their closest approach, the relevant tunnel junctions are usually small in size and are therefore subject to large (thermally activated) voltage fluctuations across the junction. By modulating the potential barrier, the voltage fluctuations directly influence the tunneling probability and introduce a characteristic temperature variation to the normally temperature-independent tunneling conductivity.
The voltage fluctuations and their probability of occurrence are considered in Sec. II. The calculation of fluctuation-induced tunneling characteristics for a single tunnel junction, and the generalization of the theory to a random network of tunnel junctions, are presented in Sec. III and IV, respectively. In Sec. V the theory developed is applied to three disordered systems: (1) carbonpolyvinylchloride (C-PVC) composites, (2) heavily doped, closely compensated GaAs, and (3}doped polyacetylene (CH),. In all three cases the predictions of the theory are found to be in excellent accord with the experimental results.
II. VOLTAGE FLUCTUATIONS
Consider a region of close approach between two large conducting segments in a disordered material as shown in Fig. 1 (a}. Since the electron tunneling probability depends exponentially on the insulating barrier thickness, it is expected that practically all the tunneling occurs within the small surface areas delineated schematically by heavy lines in Fig. 1(a) . We can approximate such a tunnel junction by a parallel-plate capacitor with area A, separation co, and capacitance C= A/4wgv, as shown in Fig. 1(b Fig. 1(b) by the equivalent circuit of Fig. 2 
4E= g C(V"+ Vr) -~C V"+CVrV", 
At large applied field, the conductivity of the junction is expected to become non-ohmic. 
The In Eq. (18) 
By expanding F(E, e) in a power series about V we obtain
For V & 0 (&&1), it is observed that the barrier transmission probability decreases rapidly below E= 0. Therefore, most of the tunneling occurs in the vicinity of E= 0, and we can approximate F(E, z) by the first two terms of the power series expansion about E= 0: (24) 
Here h= 2vk, and the value of j(«} is noted to be continuous at «= 1, since from the definitions of )7, and )7, the relation r),(l) =)7,(l) holds. From j(«) we can also obtain an expression for Z(«):
Explicit numerical evaluations of Z,(«) and Z, («) is plotted in Fig. 6 Eq. (28) is given by Eq. (12) with e= 0, we obtain the probability of thermally activated tunneling as For T"S T" the activation energy of &r, h ", , kT"T,/(T"+ TP, is smaller than both kT, and kT,. This is the regime where the size of the junction is just small enough to effect a significant reduction in barrier height by voltage fluctuations. When the junction is macro- For the image-force corrected barrier, -F(E) is plotted in Fig. 13 Fig. 4 ), Z, (e)/Z«decreases monotonically from 11.5 at &=0 to 9.4 at &=1, and Z,(e)/Z«-= 10.76+45.64 (e -1). By using the calculated values of Z,(e), Z, (a), and T, = 12.096 T, [g(0}=0. 6408 
